2009 toyota scion xd

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. A small professional
operation. The owners and staff are very professional and helpful. They walk you through the
process and make sure you understand the ends and outs of purchasing a used high-end
vehicle. They also discuss with you the best warranty service for your type of vehicle. They also
went out of their way to ensure that the car i bought for my son was in great shape. Asked for
pics of the vehicle. I asked him to send pics when the vehicle returned to the dealership. Never
received pics. Never heard from dealer again. Vehicle is still listed for sale. Costumer service
was awesome! Julia was super helpful and informative. The car I bought is great. Very happy
with I-car motors. In fees imaginary fees. Sam was very helpful in working with me. The
dealership let an independent mechanic evaluate the vehicle, it checked out great, and it is now
my daughter's first car. Thanks for all of your assistance! May Auto was great! Honest and Kind
and gave me a great deal on a great car. They made the whole process absolutely painless. We
were in and out in less than an hour! We test drove this car and also a Subaru Impreza 2. They
have an excellent collection of well-maintained automobiles in a broad price range. I plan to
revisit them and am likely to make a purchase. The truck is listed as a crew cab, I drove one and
a half hours to see it, only to find out it's a double cab and not a crew cab. Bad description of
vehicle. Was told the car was in great shape. Sales rep was very nice. Finance guy, Tom? Was
condescending and rude. They offered to bring car to us for test drive and then tried to
insinuate they did us a favor. They added unnecessary fees in and were deceptive about that.
Tom made it weird and deceptive. Everybody was really nice, very good experience. They were
very nice and informative. We go a Cruze instead of the Sonic. Straight shooter. No nonsense.
Got the car checked out before I bought it. They made it right. Will use them again. The person I
dealt with was very helpful and answered all my questions plus madegood suggestions.
Inwould use them again. Dealer answered email about car I was looking at very quick. Also
answered another email about payment options.. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock
but happy the saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never
spoke to anyone because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my
inquiry. While a great value, the xD is still an economy car, which shows up in a sloppy
suspension and an anemic powerplant. Start checking off some of the long list of options, and
your memory will continue to deteriorate. Unchanged from last year, this front-wheel drive,
five-door subcompact is the entry-level offering, aimed at the youth market for which the Scion
brand was designed. As with the rest, the Scion xD is available in one trim, with one engine, a
five-speed manual or four-speed automatic transmission, and a long list of standard features.
Again, as with the rest of the Scion crew, owners have access to several dozen options and
accessories as well as a vibrant aftermarket for all manner of customization. Like the rest of
Scion's lineup, its smallest entry, the xD, has only one available engine, a 1. Scion recommends
regular-grade gasoline for the xD. The manual transmission has been praised as smooth in both
engagement and gear selection, but the automatic has seen criticism for slow reactions and the
need for coaxing it into downshifts. This is no surprise, as the xD is slightly underpowered,
making even take-offs a bit sluggish. Passing is labored at anything over 30 mph, especially
when carrying several passengers or otherwise heavy loads. As would be expected for a
subcompact, the xD's short wheelbase exacerbates every bump and rut in the road, and this is
made even worse by a soft suspension that magnifies rather than absorbing them. Like the rest
of the Scion lineup, the xD makes use of hard plastics, but avoids coming across as particularly
cheap. This is no small feat for a car costing less than fifteen thousand dollars. Fortunately, it
manages to avoid some of the pitfalls its brothers have fallen into, namely questionable
ergonomics with regard to gauge and control layouts. However, the xD is not for taller drivers,
and some of even average height may find themselves wanting more head- or legroom. Rear
seats are predictably small and difficult to access due to a small and awkward door opening.
That said, cargo room is more abundant than should be expected for a subcompact, with over
35 cubic feet total, and many bins, slots, and compartments. Standard safety features are very
impressive, with dual front, front side, and curtain side airbags, antilock brakes with brake
assist, and a tire pressure monitor. An anti-skid system with traction control is available as an
option. NHTSA test results showed four stars for front impacts involving either the driver or the
passenger, as well as rollover resistance, and five stars for side impacts involving the driver or
rear passengers. Shorter drivers have little to complain about, other than the sloppy
suspension, and have been very pleased with the xD's styling and fuel economy. Its lack of
power has been a point of contention for some, but is on par with the other entrants in the
subcompact class. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely

on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Scion xD listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? The car is great over all. The lower
cushion is not big enough and leaves my legs hanging. No adjustment for leg height. I am 5'9''
and lbs girls may not have this problem. Purchased this vehicle during "Cash for Clunkers"
Thank you to all tax payers. I get about 36 mpg at 70 mph most times. Looked at Honda Fit;
decided not be yet another Honda sheep. Tottally worth the money!!! I do have the 5speed
though. I loved the way it drives and that it fills up for I would drive my scion anywhere short
distance or long distance. I don't care to have the condensation from the air conditioner
draining on my feet! I haven't seen anyone review who's owned their xD for a while. I bought
mine brand new in December I remember some of the reviews I see here from my research! I
test drove both the xD and the Honda Fit the same day. I was not impressed with the Fit, and fell
in love with the xD after I made a right hand turn out of the dealership-the car takes turns
beautifully. Since then, the performance has remained steady-surviving long trips and daily
commutes. It's run excellently and has only had oil changes thus far. I just had my first problem
today-the car wouldn't start-going into the dealership tomorrow. Otherwise, love. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the xD. View Photos. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons seats
dashboard climate control cup holders off-roading visibility lights. Owned mine for awhile Items
per page:. Write a review See all xDS for sale. Sponsored cars related to the xD. Sign Up. A
stylized exterior and an impressive features list should attract buyers to the Scion xD, but some
competing models offer more utility and fun. All three cars in the Scion lineup are sort of
deceptive. From a distance, each seems like nothing more than an economy car with a little
added exterior style. But look a little closer and it quickly becomes clear that each Scion is
surprisingly comfortable, with a nicely assembled interior plus lots of standard and optional
equipment. The Scion xD is the perfect poster child for the whole lineup, as it's both
inexpensive and reasonably refined. This subcompact hatchback distinguishes itself with a
lengthy list of standard equipment and dealer-installed extras -- especially the audio options,
proving Scion totally understands its customers. While other automakers have made only
auxiliary input jacks standard equipment, Scion has gone one step further with a regular aux
jack and a dedicated iPod port that provides power and stereo head unit control. The xD is also
one of the least expensive vehicles to currently offer an integrated navigation system. As
expected, the Scion xD delivers good fuel economy but still has adequate power. Even on the
highway, the four-cylinder engine isn't excessively rev-happy. If you're about 6 feet tall or more,
you might find the xD's interior a little cozy. Lack of legroom is the main problem, but the car
can feel narrow, too. Scion vehicles, with their gen-Y styling, are clearly aimed at younger
buyers. However, you'll frequently find retirees driving Scions, as their value is undeniable -- the
secret that they are basically low-priced Toyotas is out. Depending on use and personal
preference, however, there are a few economy cars that come off a little better than the Scion
xD. Nissan's Versa is roomier inside, the Honda Fit is a better all-around package and the
often-overlooked Hyundai Accent has been a longtime favorite of ours. On the other hand, the
xD is a much better car than the Toyota Yaris, even though both cars are built by the same
company. Ultimately, the Scion xD is a very good commuter car or first car. It's not the best
economy car out there, but it's far from the worst. Anyone looking for an inexpensive, reliable
and slightly sassy small car should add the Scion xD to their short list. The Scion xD is a
four-door subcompact hatchback available in one trim level. The stereo also has an auxiliary
MP3 jack and a dedicated iPod port that allows one to control iPod playback through the head
unit controls. Naturally, as a Scion, the xD is available with a long list of dealer-installed extras
for those who want to personalize their car. These include multiple alloy wheels, a rear spoiler,
LED taillights, a silver-leather-wrapped steering wheel, a variety of shift knobs, a security
system and interior mood lighting in a choice of four colors. An optional premium audio system
has a more user-friendly control interface that allows for downloading of images and video onto
the head unit display. Other options include TRD performance parts, a choice of satellite radio
providers and a touchscreen navigation system. Motivated by a 1. In our testing, an xD with the
manual went from zero to 60 mph in 8. The Scion xD comes loaded with an impressive array of
standard safety features including antilock brakes with brake assist, traction control, front seat
side airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and front active head restraints. Stability control is
optional. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing, the xD received an

"Acceptable" rating the second-highest score for its protection of occupants in frontal-offset
collisions. The Scion xD is hardly a hot hatch in looks or performance, but its comfortable ride,
solid feel and reassuring stability control make it a good choice for those who don't put a
premium on driving fun. The xD's electric steering feels extremely artificial at lower speeds, but
it does weight up nicely and offers decent feel at higher speeds. The xD sports a functional,
well-built and intentionally stylish interior design. Unlike those in the Scion xB, the xD's gauges
are where they belong -- in front of the driver instead of in the dash center -- but the
speedometer and tachometer are placed in the same circular pod and run toward each other.
Imagine a clock where the minute and hour hands move in opposite directions. The tach in
particular is hard to read. Being different can be great, and we get that it's Scion's "thing" but
we'd rather it leave the gauges alone. Thankfully, other controls are a model of simplicity. The
optional navigation system makes audio control even simpler and safer by utilizing the
touchscreen to create crystal-clear functions that mirror those on the iPod itself. The standard
speakers aren't fantastic and curiously are not as good as the speakers that came in the original
xA, but Scion makes it simple to take them out and replace them with aftermarket units if you
want something better. The xD's seating is upright, but taller drivers will likely find it lacking
legroom. Plus, the steering column adjusts only for rake, and when released, drops to its
bottom-most position like an anchor. Headroom is quite good, though, and two rear passengers
should find plenty of space with a seatback that reclines. Although not as voluminous as other
compact hatches, the xD provides enough cargo room Available styles include 4dr Hatchback 1.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Scion xD. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Scion lease specials Check out Scion xD lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Comparatively small cargo
space, short on front legroom. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 57 reviews. The
car is great over all. The lower cushion is not big enough and leaves my legs hanging. No
adjustment for leg height. I am 5'9'' and lbs girls may not have this problem. Read less. Great
replacement for 14 mpg Jeep. Purchased this vehicle during "Cash for Clunkers" Thank you to
all tax payers. I get about 36 mpg at 70 mph most times. Looked at Honda Fit; decided not be yet
another Honda sheep. Tottally worth the money!!! I do have the 5speed though. I loved the way
it drives and that it fills up for I would drive my scion anywhere short distance or long distance.
Air Conditioner Drains into Vehicle. I don't care to have the condensation from the air
conditioner draining on my feet! See all 57 reviews of the Used Scion xD. Write a review. Frontal
Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the xD. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to

detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Toggle navigation Parts. Keep
it real. Keep it Toyota. Your Nearest Online Dealers. Charles Toyota. Shop Now. Distance:
Schaumburg Toyota. Andrew Toyota. Select a Scion XD Driveline. Select a category or
accessories. Categories Select a Category. Shop Exterior Acce
1993 ford contour
2008 dodge charger starter relay fuse
chevy express window regulator
ssories. Shop Interior Accessories. Featured Parts and Accessories. Remote Engine Starter. PT
: Remote Engine Starter. Paint Protection Film. PT : Paint Protection Film. Cargo Liner. PT :
Cargo Liner. XM Receiver Cover. Satellite Radio. Auto-Dimming Mirror. Explore Toyota Parts
Online and shop an authorized dealer for all the spare Scion XD parts and accessories you
need. Nobody knows your Toyota better than we do, so trust us to pair you with tires that match
your vehicle perfectly. Legal Privacy Policy Legal Terms. Specifications, features, equipment,
technical data, performance figures, options, and color and trim are based upon information
available at time of publication, are subject to change without notice, and are for mainland U.
While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy of this data, we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages. Please verify any
information in question with a sales representative. All information applies to U.

